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ABSTRACT

A methodology has been developed for reducing the uncer-
tainties in estimates of neutron flueuce spectra within the
pressure vessel of a PWR from dosimetry measurements per-
formed at a surveillance location. This new procedure,
named the LEPRICON methodology, has three desirable features
not presently available in other spectral unfolding codes:
1) the derivation of flux covariances at each of the two
locations; 2) the correlations of these two matrices to one
another (i.e., the translation problem); and 3) the develop-
ment of a flexible data base which can be expanded as more
dosimetry measurements become available and are analyzed.
The technique is applied to the PCA, where reductions in the
uncertainties of the estimated fluxes in the pressure vessel
of the order of a factor of two are demonstrated.
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INTRODUCTION

The lifetime of a PWR is usually determined by the embrittlement of
the pressure vessel caused by neutron-induced dv'p! ac\ i-cni:.- r.i: Lh- arr:.;
constituting the steel. Updated estimates of the lifetime are br.yed an
analysis of sequential extraction of me callur^-' .• -il spec:, .ens '"'d pan.it vs.-
dosimeter foils from an easily accessible position in the water gap be-
tween thermal shield and the pressure vessel or in the reactor cavity
behind the pressure vessel. The information concerning the fluer.es :ir>c
spectrum at these surveillance locations must then be extrapolated or
interpolated to the pressure vessel, both in space and in time, in order
for a judgment to be made as to when to shut down the reactor. The reac-
tor is then either to be decommissioned or subjected to some form of
annealing process. Recent concerns of pressure vessel integrity to ther-
mal 'ihoc'.c transients '.."uld a\.:o ;:;vr-j.vs t-'v.- 'r>-.—• •.(-.-!•; : - •-,'• -i-.--'-r
data.

This paper describes and analyzes recent results obtained by
employing a methodology that can be eventually packaged into a computer
code which can be used to reduce significantly the uncertainties linking
the surveillance reaction rate measurements with the estimation of the
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fluence and spectrum at points within the pressure vessel. The success-
ful implementation of this methodology would then leave as the only
remaining major uncertainty the one involved in the prediction of
pressure vessel damage from a given fluence and spectrum. The use of
metallurgical specimens from the same melt as the pressure vessel can
significantly reduce this latter uncertainty because it can establish a
meaningful trend curve for the pressure vessel steel under similar tem-
perature conditions when exposed in an accelerated position such as the
water gap between the thermal shield and pressure vessel.

Specific calculational uncertainties addressed in this paper involve
those pertaining to the nuclear data base used in the transport calcula-
tions, to method approximations such as geometric modeling, and to the
choice of transport method parameters such as group structures and angu-
lar quadratures. For the nuclear data base, uncertainties in the fission
spectra, the cress sections involved in the neutron transport, and the
dosimeter cross sections themselves need to be estimated.

The first step in this methodology for variance reduction is the ana-
lysis of integral measurements in benchmark fields (i.e., neutron
environments in which the spectrum is well characterized and perhaps the
absolute flux as well). The most important outcome of this analysis is a
reduced uncertainty in the driving fission spectrum and the dosimeter
cross sections. These better established parameters are then used in the
analysis of more complex fields which allows for the adjustment and
reduced uncertainty of other parameters which o.f "act tue calculations,
such as the cross sections involved in the neutron transport and bias
factors incroduced by transport method ap̂ roximiiri-r-ns. Th.-: nethe^o lo^y
is convergent IT the sense that the more integral measurements that are
used (provided the uncertainties in both the measurements and calcula-
tions are well understood) the more universal are the adjustments made
and the smaller the uncertainties become.

The methodology is being applied in this paper to the Oak Ridge
Poolside Critical Assembly (PCA) Pressure Vessel simulator experiment.1
This unique experiment plays a two-fold role. The flux at the T/4 loca-
tion of the pressure vessel is estimated using the above mentioned method-
olcv-r-' utilizing dosiraetry measurements r\t tl\~ s'trvf-1- ] l-mc^ "OF? tî ".-
T'h«' • ^lu; ; s ^ c.-.rs f.V r,i t o u s e d t o r..i.!v-.u'.;ir..- tV.". r?:c'::o'. v :•,; • :: :••.- .:::•
e t e r s p l a c e d a t tlie T / 4 p o s i t i o n . F o r tiiii P C A oucii josihic;. •. j ,.j...s'j :i..••..:. .
have actually been performed and these calculations can not only be
directly compared to their experimental counterparts, but they can also
enter directly into the data combination process.

Numerical results describing these procedures will be discussed
paying special attention to the reduction of all uncertainties concerned.



THEORY OF THE LEAST-SQUARES ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURE

Introduction

We define a data combination as one in which various cypes of data
used to define a data base are altered in such a fashion as to produce -i
more consistent data base. The general types of data involved in our
present application may be integral measurements, r = (r^), i = 1, 2, ...
I, (e.g., reaction rates, spectrum averaged cross sections or t-.heir
ratios) or differential data, a = (a^), i = 1, 2, ..., N, (e.g., cross
sections, fission jpectrn, ,ind calculational method bias factors). Any
or all of fiese data types may be used to define the data base. The com-
bination procedure must make use of calculations of the Integra1, experi-
ments_using the differential data including any method corrections,
r = (r^(a), must have some criterion which defines "consistency" in a
mathematical sense, and must operate within the framework of estimated
uncertainties of the data. Depending on the particular direction of
emphasis, the data combination used in our present application can also
be described as a few-channel spectral unfolding process, or an adjust-
ment procedure.

The consistency criterion is expressed mathematically as maximizing
the joint probability distribution of the data base subject to the rela-
tionships between, the differential and the integral data. The problem to
be solved is: given a series of dosimetry measurements performed at an
accessible (i.e., the "surveillance") location of a power reactor,
together with a calculation of these measurements and of the absolute
speccrura at another location (for example in the prassure vessel), wuc
are the "best" estimates of this absolute speccrutn and viiar. are the
"best" estimates of the uncertainties in this spectrum?

The well established generalized least squares ar.i -,u,; n&nc
procedure2 »"'"* '5 will not be rederived here. Only a fcv; key e;;pre ;; ion;;
that will be ured in our discussion will be written_ explicitly in this
section. The uncertainty in calculated responses r due to propagated
uncertainties in the parameters, a is given by

C _ = sr <W4 • (1)
rr

vrl-'.-. --i t n e c o v a ^ i " ; c e m a t r i •.•!>••: o f n h e p a r : n v : t e r ; ; C •'' :" ' T • "••-'--

rr
In particular, the a priori uncertainty in the calculated flux (or
fluence) <j> at a given location in the pressure vessel is given by

C H = S<t,CaaS* ' (2)

where 5,b = O ^ / S o ^ ) .



Using the modified parameter data base, a', based on the data com-
bination process utilizing the dosimetry measurements, the "best" esti-
mate of the same flux is given by

• ' = * + S^C«r - CaaSr>Cdd * • (3)

The rectangular matrix Car represents possible cross correlations between
"active" (i.e.. , participating in the adjustment) responses, r, and the
parameters, a. The covariance of d - (d-̂  = r - r, the discrepancies bat-
ween measured and calculated active responses, is denoted by C^j:

cdd = srcaasr + crr " srCar ~ craSr • (4)

The uncertainty of the flux calculated with a' is reduced to

C s ) c <

A measure of the quality of the modified data base (N parameters and
I responses) is given by

X2 = d ^ d , (6)

ind x2/! < 1 indicates that the data base is a consistent one.

The consistency of a particular response neisurc.mant with the para-
meter data base ("individual x2°) is given by

+ +

Y 2 = (r --r • ̂ 2-l'C +3 C ? -^ C -r "•' 1 C7.

wlnch is ju'-:t the squire of the <i-' r-crepan.cy betwn^n f.'xe: c :... u? ,'T ' ;• \d
corresponding measured quantity expressed in 'i:i3t" o'J Lhe.lv c.'': bi:: ••
variance.

Data Necessary for the Normal Unfolding Procedure

The following is a general description of the information that is
needed to serve as input to the differential parameter adjustment rsnd
nr;-.-;tr;'l vnf'"lii: n<} "-rccer'n'e as ap>l.L"u I:;. 1:':.M ?C? ';•>• .-o " ; c-obi, .
' , i d o n i i r . " .•:! '..l:iac '. •Ti'-.-. j u • ••• K i . ' ; . . a 1 " - ".'..'. •• '-•• "".:•• ~<z t h e C P , c - a l , " -

tions necessary to obtain most of this information art pivs, ..ted in
detail elsewhere.^

1. Calculated and measured values of all the dosimeter responses at
the surveillance location in the PCA 12/13 configuration1 and in all
other fields to be simultaneously analyzed. In the present case, these
other benchmark fields are the Intermediate Energy Standard Neutron Field



(ISNF) >" at the National Bureau of Standards (NBS), and the standard
252Cf fields at ?-TBS9'10 and the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesamstalt
(PTB) facility in Braunschueig, FRG.11'12

2. Covariances of all the integral experiments used in the analysis,
including possible correlations between the measurements made at one
facility to those made at another. In addition to these explicit
correlations, a further correlation exists between most of the PCA
measurements and measurements made in the 2 3 5U facility at MOL,
Belgium.13

3. Covariances of all the differential parameters, i.e., the more
important partial cross sections used in the transport calculations in
both the ISNF and PCA facilities, the fission spectrum from thermal
fission of 23^U and from spontaneous fission of 2^2Cf, and the dosimeter
cross sections all as functions of energy, as well as of estimated bias
factors arising from methods approximations used in the calculation of
the responses in both the PCA and ISNF. These covariances are assumed a
priori to be uncorrelated with those of the integral experiments.

4. Sensitivities of each integral measurement to all of those
parameters. The sensitivities to both the bias factors from method
approximations and to dosimeter cross sections are simply expressed; sen-
sitivities to the transport cross sections and the fission spectrum must
be obtained with the aid of adjoint calculations for the PCA surveillance
location and the ISNF.

5. Sensitivities of the group fluxes at tho PCA prc-surs vessel j- ra-
tion to tho differential parameters. These •ire calci'l.itc ' using s;mi.l: r
methods to those employed for the reaction rates at the PCA surveillance
location.

6. Finally, calculations of the group .Cluxe.-- at: t\:c ;«.,,;;::.: vos.-eL
position using the same differential data that were used in the calcula-
tion of the responses at the surveillance position (i.e., the same cross
sections and methods; usually the fluxes at both locations are obtained
from a single calculation). These group fluxes are necessary for the
spectral unfolding only, since they explicitly appear in Eq. (3) as the
beginning point of the adjustment.

Simultaneous iî -iOxui-nfa at Jiot'a

In the case where measurements are made at both the surveillance and
pressure vessel positions, integral experiments at both locations are
included as part of the data base, not just the one, and the covariance
description of the measured (and also the calculated) values must include
any correlations that exist among the data at the two positions. There
is now no extrapolation necessary, only a simultaneous vnTolainc, of the
measurements at both locations.



Calculation of the Integral Experiments

The calculation of the integral measurements analyzed in this work is
described in detail in Ref. 6. A more recent ISNF one dimensional
model8 was used to calculated the fission reaction rate ratios in the
ISNF. In this section only the PCA calculations will be mentioned, and
then only briefly, in order to clarify the use of calculational bias
factors.

Calculation of the PCA Experiments

A complete description of the PCA facility together with the "12/13
configuration" that was built beside it may be found elsewhere.l Our
calculations of the fluxes throughout the configuration have also been
documented,1'6 and can be summarized by Eq. (8) below for the group
fluxes in the vicinity of the axial midplane (z^O) and radial centerline
(x=0) : The flux calculation can thus be symbolically written as

,XYZ) 4>CT.(51,XY)
7T51.Y)

1-D

(8)

2-D

where the first bracket represents a midplane two dimensional calculation
using a 51 group cross section library, the second bracket represents an
energy dependent correction factor that injects a finer 171 group flux
structure into the calculation, and the third bracket represents a spa-
tial correction factor for the affects of a finite source; height and
cosine distribution. The latter factor involves the ratio ot: the result
of two two-dimensional calculations, even though one is one-dimensional.
Typical values of this ratio ars 0.75 at the surveillance position and
0.o5 at the T/4 position inside the pi'_.-;3ure vessel.

Estimated Method Approximation Bias Factors and Their Uncertainties
for the PCA Calculations

The "base calculation" as given by Eq. (8) demonstrates the concept
of method bias factors. The first term itself must be corrected for
several method approximations used in the trin'-port crlcii.T ati.cv. The
;;:~"nd and t'.d rd ta1""!-: ea .-.h :;ntro-:'!;:t; a uo i'.; i: e rest" -id 'incei':.'1'";" •." :
their oun. Several method approximations come co mine, sue;, as the
coarse spatial mesh, the finite angular quadrature, the finite (though
high) number of energy groups and the truncation of the scattering
moments. The bias factor for the finite core height was obtained by com-
paring the results using this flux scaling procedure with those using
a Monte Carlo 3-D calculation. The fluxes agreed to within the sta-
tistics of the Monte Carlo fluxes (~5%).lk

Although uncertainties in the non-nuclear data such at, aiiaer.yisiis and
densities do not change the most pijbable result ot the calcuiaLio.-s,



they do contribute to the uncertainty of the calculations, and as such can
be considered as further method approximations which given rise to bias
factors of unity but to perhaps non negligible bias factor uncertainties-
These effects are calculated as the ratio of two ANISN calculations fo*-
example, but they assume the roles of uncertainties in the unit bias
factors, not the bias factors themselves.

In Table 1 are listed the nonnuclear data in which uncertainties were
assumed, together with the two most important method approximations. The
bias factors along with their uncertainties to be applied to the base
calculation, Eq. (8), appear in Table 1 for the 58Ni(n,p) reaction rate
at each of the two locations for the 12/13 configuration. The base
calculations of the 58Ni(n,p) reaction rate should thus be multiplied by
1.024, and the uncertainty of these calculations arising from methods and
non-nuclear data uncertainties is about 7%. The uncertainty of the
calculations arising from nuclear data uncertainties such as fission
spectra, material cross sections, and dosimeter cross sections must also
be considered, of course. It should be reiterated that the bias factors
and their uncertainties discussed here are functions of energy and this
dependence has been retained in the subsequent analysis, but they have
been averaged over the 58Ni(n,p) reaction rate to simplify the presen-
tation of the results in Table 1.

Table 1. Method Approximations and Nonnuciear Data Uncert;iintLes

Used in Analysis of the 12/13 Configuration, anri Bias Factors u-ith

Uncertainties for the 5 % i ( n , p ) Reaction Rate

Method Appro*i.sat Ion or N'on-z.'tir ; _.-.r

1. liorjoi-oncnus fixture of fuel pljte-s

effects ol~ finil? 7. in

He 1 at I ve 15% unce r t n i n t y in
peripheral core power distr ibution

Detector location uncertainty (lmm)

First water gap thickness uncer-
tainty (Inn)

Lh :.-, ne; . . unc:"--
.;,i.i)

7. Second water g.ip thickness uncer-
tainty (linn)

8. Thermal shield density uncertainty
(U)

9. Deviations of thermal shield thick-
ness due to surface imperfections
(1.5mm)

10. Pressure vessel density uncertainty
(U)

Ccc:.ir.ed n»t fci;>. facror

1. nco
±0.033

1.000
±0.016

1.000
±0.013

j :•. • • 'i

1.000
±0.002

1.000
±0.010

1.000
±0.003

T.'•::•''

1.000
±0.031

1.000
±0.015

1.000
to.017

• '. • '

l.ooo
±0.018

1.000
±0.010

1.000
±0.004

1.000
±0 P08



SOME RESULTS OF THE UNFOLDING PROCEDURE

Introduction

The integral data used in o\< 'lysis are given in Table 2. Ten
responses were measured in 252Cf ..ds, four in the ISNF field and four
at the surveillance position of the PCA 12/13 configurations. Five addi-
tional measurements wera made within the PCA pressure vessel itself at
the T/4 position. The measured and calculated responses, their respec-
tive standard deviations, and values of "individual x2" (see an earlier
section) are all presented in Table 2. Details on most of the infor-
mation needed and used in our analysis can be found in Ref. (6).

The reason for applying a least squares procedure to the dosimetry
problem is generally twofold. First, to obtain a more consistent flux
estimate at the T/4 position of the pressure vessel and second, to reduce
the uncertainty of the flux estimate at the T/4 position. Although we do
not have measured fluxes at the T/4 position in the pressure vessel, we
do have, for the PCA, reaction rate measurements there. Thus, the calcu-
lated reaction rates using adjusted flux estimates, adjusted flux bias
factors and adjusted dosimetry cross sections can be compared with their
experimental counterparts.

Uncertainty Sources

Before we analyze the success of the adjustment, it is worthwhile to
identify the various sources of uncertainty in the flux calculation. In
Tabla 3 are presented the total relative standard deviation^ of the
calculated flux at the T/4 position of the PCA for chose energies rispc •-
sible for the pressure vessel radiation damage (above 0.1 MeV). This
uncertainty varies from about 13% for energies above 11 MeV to abrupt 10%
for energies below 1 IleV. Three sources contribute t; tho.se
uncertainties: first, the uncertainty in the 2 2 5U thermsL fi .-sion
spectrum;1~ second, the uncertainties in the bias factors applied to the

Table 3. Relative a Priori Standard Deviations (2) of the I Calculated f 1UX in Order
Calculated Extrapolated Kluy.es Due to Various | t Q a c c o u n t for modeling and
Sources of Uncertainty }

_! method approximations; and
third, the uncertainties in
the cross sections of the

0, Fe, etc.).
As can be seen from Table. 3,
the dominant contributor to
the flux uncertainty above 8
MeV is the fission spectrum;
between 1.5 and 8 MeV the
cross sections of the struc-
tural materials (in par-
ticular ^̂ Vii) tni'U to be sor:
important; and Val.;.. j, 3 MeV
the bias factors (relatively
flat as a function of energy)
are the most important.

g

1

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Included

E MuV

11.05

-,,,- -

4.07

3.01

Z.l'l

2.12

1.83

1.50

1.22

0.91

O.bl

0.37

0.21

0.11

in PCA-0

18.2

1-; .-»

14.1

13.3

11.7

11.6

11.3

11.0

10.8

10.7

9.5

9.5

9.5

9.4

X 2 5

ji.i

* ; . ' • >

5.8

5.3

4.7

4.3

4.4

4.3

4.3

4.4

4.3

4.3

4.2

4.1

Bias

Factors

•i 3

o. :

7.2

7.2

1.1

7.2

7.1

7.1

7.0

7.0

7.0

7.0

7.0

7.0

PCA-a

9.:

10.6

9.8

8.0

8.1

7.6

7.3

6.9

6.9

4.9

4.8

4.°

4.7

*
Fe-c

. ' • • '

s.r
9.5

8.6

6.1.

6.b

6.0

5.6

5.1

i.Z

2.2

1.8

1.9

1.7



Tab1e 2. The [nte-jral Measurements. Experimental (E) and
Calcu iated (C) Values. Standard Devi at t ons, Reiati ve

Deviations and " Ind iv idua l * - "

Field

2S2Cf-NBS

Response

o("Cu(n,.))

7f(28)/Vf(25)

7f(37)/5f{25)

of(49)/5f(251

0

1

0

1

1

E

.000709b

-205b

.2644

.105

.500

Standard
Deviation

2.37

2.10

1.06

2.08

1.33

C

0.000307

1.239

0.2532

1.093

1.447

Standard
Deviation

9.55

1.96

1.85

9.38

1.99

c" "

-1.21

-2.74

4.42

1.10

3.66

1.

0.

4.

0.

2.

ind

51

94

21

01

29

252Cf-PTB

o(27Ajl(n,a)) 0.001006b 2.14 0.001157 10.15 -13.05 1.60

7C*hTi(n,p)) 0.0138b 2.37 0.01381 13.80 - 0.07 0.00

•o(511Fe(n,p)) 0.0846b 2.36 0.0889 4.91 - 4.82 0.78

•o(5l<Ni(n,p)) 0.118b 2.35 D.liar- 7.34 C.97 0.15

IS : ;F - ; ; 3S

0.

0.

0.

1.

i-o;o

3026

510

155

0.

I.

2.

1.

a 5

zz

0.

0.

0.

1.

09. J

VJ:I

513

143

d

10

2

.;a

.30

.6-1

"•

i.

-0.

1.

7 .

58

05

0.' .

c.: -

O-OO

0.13

PCA-SP-

a) 3.165-34

58fii(n,p) 2.4K-32

2 J 7 f.p' n, f 1 2.98-31

7.14 3.12-34 13.96

7.14 2.37-3? 11.93

7.14 2.75-31 12.75

PCA-T/4*

•Reaction rates are reactions per nucleus per core neutron

9

1.44 0.01

i.r.J 0.!!

i.u'.' iS.'.'i

8.36 0.31

5»Ni(n,

'15In(n

23'Cpfn

»»«(„.

a)

P)

,»')

,f)

7

5

1

1

1

.205-35

.64-33

.105-32

.20-31

.86-32

6.

6.

6.

6.

8.

48

48

48

48

33

6

4

1

1

1

.56-35

.90-33

.01-32

.14-3!

.63-3;

15.

13

15.

13.

10.

32

54

84

34

:»

9.83

15.1

9.41

5.26

14.11

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

33

95

29

:2

y*



Reaction

27A/:(n,c0
5 8 : ; i ( n , F )

^ p 11 5 j ^ / JJ t l •)

237Np(n,r)
27A£(n,a)
5 3 Ni(n,p)

T/4 1 1 5 I n ( n , n ' )

z37Npln,O
238U(n,f!

Total

14.0

11.9

14.9

12.8

15.5

l j . 5

15.8
13.8
10.5

hs
9 . 9

5 . 8

4.2

4.2

10.0
5.7

4 . 2

4 . 2

4 . 4

Bias
Tcctcrs

6 . 4

6 . 8

6 . 9

6 . 9

6.7

7 .1

7.1

7.0

7.1

PCA-0

4 . 8

5.1

4.4

4.5

8.0

8.0

6.2

6 .1

6.2

Dobimetry-a

5.6

6.1

11.7

8.S

5.5

6 . 1

12.0

9.4

1.3

It is thus easy to compre-
Relntive a Priori Standard Deviations (7.) of the j h e n d t h e contributions tO the
Laiculated Doyiraetry Reaction Rates at the Two PCA ,
Locations Due to Various Sources of Uncertainty uncertainty of the calculated

reaction rates at the PCA-SP
and PCA-T/4 positions as shown
in Table 4. Here we also have
to take into account the
uncertainties in the dosii.ietry
cross sections, which are
based on ENDF/B-V values. The
large uncertainties in the
ENDF/3-V 115In(n,n') and
237Np(n,f) dosimetry cross
sections is reflected in the
corresponding reaction rate
uncertainties where the

dosimetry cross section uncertainty is dominant. The 2^A£(n,a) reaction
is the highest threshold reaction investigated. Its high sensitivity to
the high energy tail of the fission spectrum is therefore not surprising.
The 58Ni(n,p) reaction has a somewhat lower threshold and the
corresponding reaction rates are therefore relatively more sensitive to
the PCA structural cross sections.

Uncertainty Reduction

As more and more integral measurements actively participate in the
adjustment process, the added information reduces the uncertainty in the.
adjusted fluxes. This is demonstratei in Table 5.

T.ibK" 5. Relative a Pd.:ca>iovi Stand-ird Deviations (Z) of the i The J1 priori
l> I c u L . u c d Sxt j . ipo l . i t l - 'd F l u x e s a s a Fui.cvion. ; f t!:C- i t i , ^ . , . _ ; _ , . , . / ., .- : n

L : I ! I - T I ! >:e.-i.,i:r;-:?:fU.. C - i s i J . T . d ir. ti'c- A.;;:iLn~.-J!ir " r r -C-^s '"'""ll ' " ~ • - ' - . :-' -

" r. Jr^-"'i \LJ no "C
reviu^^ci by j;io
adjustmeni: involving
only the measure-

1

2

3

4

5
6

7

8

9

10

11

13

14

15

11.05

8.1V

6.>i

4.07

; '.'

2.12

1.83

1.50

1.22

0.91

0.61

0.37

0.21

0.11

18.2

15.9 .

1 4 . :

1 ' i . l

L3.J

11.6

11.3

11.0

10.8

10.7

9 .5

9 . 5

9.5

9.4

•:' ^ ISNF
r-cA-sr

n . i
10.2
9.3

10.3
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both the PCA and the ISNF are driven by 2 3 SU fission neutrons, the inclu-
sion of the four ISM? Tneasurements results in _ome reduction of the
adjusted flux uncertainty expecially at the high energies. The inclusion
of the information measured at the surveillance position reduces the
adjusted flux uncertainty at T/4 to about two-thirds oL its original
value (column '^52Cf + ISNF + PCA-SP" in Table 5). This latter infor-
mation is more effective in reducing the uncertainty because it involves
dita not onlv sensitive to the 2 3 5U fission spectrum but also to both the
cross sections of the structural materials and the bias factors. As a
matter of fact, the data obtained at the surveillance point is so effec-
tive in the uncertainty reduction that excluding the earlier data (252Cf
and ISNF measurements) results in only a slight loss of information as
far as the uncertainty of the T/4 flux is concerned (column "PCA-SP"
Table 5). It is, of course, not at all surprising that incorporating
dosimetry measurements performed at the same T/4 location reduces the
flux uncertainty even further ("252Cf + ISNF + PCA-SP + PCA-T/4" in Table
5). However, although these data can be used as part of the desimetry
data from benchmark fields, there will of course be no similar data in a
real working po'jer reactor.

Some Additional Observations

Using adjusted cross sections and fluxes at the T/4 position not only
reduces the calculatlonal uncertainties, but it leads to significant
reductions in the discrepancies between calculated and measured reaction
rates at the T/4 position. These improvements were obtained without
employing the last five responses oi: Table 2. Including the idiii
information from the 7/4 position It-.ids to further imvirovement.

g all twerty three meaEUrancuts of Tabl:> 2 la ids -:o a v\'l
value of 2.1, indicating an inconsistency in our data hns-i. ")e.acfiv.icirĉ
response number three, having the highest individual \- value, already
reduces X2/I tc -.2. Deactivating in addition response number five,
again because it has a high individual x2 value, further reduce s x2/! t 0

1.1, which is acceptable.

The main adjustments effected using â Ll data, including the PCA T/4
measurements but excluding the two 252Cf a ratios mentioned above are:

fission cross section, the 4t>l'i (n,p) cross section and the Jln
(n,nf) cross section. The uncertainties have dropped by a factor of
3 to 5.

2. A softening of the 2^2cf spontaneous fission, spectrum by about or.o stan-
dard deviation (2%) of its Maxwellian temperature, and a reduction i,i
th-2 uncertainty of this parameter by a factor cf about three.
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3. A lowering of the inelastic scattering cross section of 56Fe by up to
1.8 standard deviations (i.e., up to 10%).

CONCLUSIONS AND NEED FOR FUTURE WORK

Conclusions

From the results of the analysis presented, it is readily apparent
That the flux uncertainties at the extrapolated position are signifi-
cantly reduced, indicating the real possibility of increasing LWR
pressure vessel lifetimes. This new methodology has been demonstrated
using in some cases rather crude estimates for some of the covariances
involved. However, the combination of refining these covariances
together with applying the methodology to more and more well charac-
terized dosimetry measurements performed in PWR's could lead to dramatic
decreases in the flux uncertainties in the pressure vessel, and which
should improve upon the analysis presented in this paper that was based
on several rather disparate fields.

Looking at the results when the PCA-T/4 measurements are actively
participating in the adjustment, it seems that using information only up
to the PCA-SP is not sufficient for the adjustment of the fluxes in the
pressure vessel itself, because new bias factors are brought into play as
ar.: also higher sensitivities to the .Iron cross section/, (ii. p,.;r vr. c.-ilsr,
the totii inelastic). Consequently, measurements at some :-3i.!L 'le-ond
the PCA-T/4 location would contain more sensitive information relevant to
the unfolding at T/4. Thus, when measurements in pc/er reactors come to
be usisd, surveillance dosimeters placed in the rector .?'.vlry _•-.;•,. .':-.!.:j.y
behind the pressure vessel would contain wra meaningful in.!;".T.i.i:."i ~n
relative to obtaining unfolded fluences in the pressure vessel itself;
the combination of dosimetry and tr.etallurgic.il specimens at an acce-
lerated location along with dosimetry in the reactor cavity would ideally
satisfy the requirements for surveillance.

Directions of Future Work.

field measurements useful to the solution of the pressure vessel damage
problem is limited only to improvement of the dosimetry cross sections.
This improvement can be quite sensitive to the high energy "tail" and
covariance of x • Additional effort should be. made to improve x an^
its covariance in this energy region beyond the simple Maxwellian
expressions assumed so far and to reanalyze the measurements involving
high threshold reactions uuc'.i as 27A£(n,a), 4eTi(n.p) and t\\<i nor a recent
63Cu(n,cc).
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On Che other hand, more measurements in 23^U-driven fields will be
analyzed, such as in the Poolside Facility (PSF) at Oak Ridge and in the
cavity of the ANO-1 reactor, leading to further adjustments in both
X and the iron inelastic cross sections. These results will have a
more direct bearing on reactor flux adjustments in general.

The analysis has been based so far on dosiraetry cross sections and
covariances taken from ^NDF/B-V, which does not contain adequate infor-
mation on estimated cross-material correlations. More recent evaluations
of these data, including these correlations, are now available1^ and will
be used in future adjustments.
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